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What is immersive—

other than a pair of VR goggles?
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DELIVERY 1: 
Black Book 

(BB)



I would like you to share the story of how you got to 
the book you pick for you presentation: what drew you 
to it? Did you find it, or did it find you? At the library at 
KHiO or somewhere else? What does it feel like having 
in you hands, as a physical object? What is the cover 
like? Hard cover? End-paper? Glued/stitched?




Design is a field of concern, 
response, and enquiry as often as 
decision and consequence... it is 
convenient to group design into 
three simple categories, though the 
distinctions are in no way absolute, 
nor are they always so described: 
product design (things), environment 
design (places) and communication 
design (messages).

BOOK presentation



This is important, because I want you to sample that 
passage. Read it out loud. Taste it for yourself, then in 
class. What does it do? How does it work for you at 
this moment, in this place? In this way you are present 
to the text but on your own terms. Then, close the 
book and put it back. What do you take on?

BOOK presentation

—hear your voice!



BOOK presentation

—close the door!!



digital connect

discussions in the edgeland

contact zone viral contamination

DISCUSSIONS



If you make a map one would expect 
you to know the territory. On the other 
hand, you don’t make a map in one 
day. The steps that I use in situations 
like these are: first I make an attempt, 
after that I try again, then I do 
something else, because when I return 
I learned something, then I unlearn…

CLASS-log:

flyers (thematic & synoptic)



design comments

interview



 That is, you make a comment of the interview—what
 you learned from it and your impressions of the
 interviewee as a colleague and a professional—and
 you make a comment of it in a media of your own
 choice. A comment picks up on what has been shared
and said, but with a twist, which is your own.



BOOKS

LISTS from last term



AUTUMN!

by 

Øystein Hvamen 
delivered to 

my kitchen
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